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SUSTAINABILITY, NET ZERO CARBON
BUILDINGS & THE DEVELOPMENT OF
HYDROGEN FOR USE WITHIN THE GAS
NETWORK
(SAFENET ZERO 2021)

THE NEED TO MOVE
FORWARD WITH THE
REQUIREMENT TO
DECARBONISE THE
CONSTRUCTION AND
POWER INDUSTRIES
HAS NEVER BEEN
MORE PRESSING

Article by Geoff Nash - Associate
Director, FHP ESS
Two important events have happened this month. Firstly, the UK Green
Building Council (UKGBC) has issued their revised guidance for Net
Zero Carbon Buildings. Secondly, the Health and Safety Executive (HSE)
hosted a 3-day virtual conference outlining the steps being made
towards using hydrogen within the main gas network.
The UKGBC guidance includes a set of principles which can be used to
evaluate the quality of renewable energy procurement routes, to drive
an increase in the UK’s renewable energy capacity. This guide along
with other guides associated with the topic are available on the UKGBC
web site Welcome to UKGBC | UK Green Building Council.
The virtual conference on hydrogen earlier this month, was jointly
hosted by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) and the government
department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS). Entitled
Safenet Zero 2021 – Hydrogen, the virtual conference ran from the 2nd
to the 4th March. There was a lot of ground covered so we are only
touching briefly on the highlights within this document. If the subject
interest’s you please come back to us, as the speakers notes and video
recordings are available.

DID YOU KNOW HYDROGEN IS
NOW CATEGORISED IN SEVERAL
DIFFERENT COLOURS BASED ON
HOW IT HAS BEEN PRODUCED /
OBTAINED?

The intention initially is to introduce hydrogen into the
existing gas infrastructure network as a 20% blend with the
existing methane gas. The safety aspects for this have
been investigated and there are some test locations in the
country already where this blending is occurring, to see
what the medium and long-term effects are. Why would we
do this and not go straight to 100% hydrogen? Well, if you
use a blend of 20% you can continue using all of the gas
appliances as they are with no modifications.

Also, if we moved to hydrogen in one move where would
we get our hydrogen from? In this case it is intended to
take methane gas and process it to remove the carbon
leaving only hydrogen (CH4 to H2). The waste carbon is to
be pumped back into redundant oil and gas fields.
Although this sounds like a short measure and doesn’t get
us completely de-carbonised, apparently it is the equivalent
of taking 2.5 million cars off the road! The roll out of this
blending across the county is planned for 2022/23, so not
far away at all.
In the medium term, around 2025, it is intended to go for
100% hydrogen in the gas network. This will require, as
occurred in the early 1970s, modification or replacement
of every gas fitting served by the gas network. That is a
significant undertaking but it has been done before so it
can be done. Once that is achieved a significant part of our
carbon use will be decarbonised. This being approximately
one third of the country’s carbon (the proportions being
one third domestic, one third industrial and one third
transport.)

ALTHOUGH THIS SOUNDS LIKE A SHORT MEASURE AND DOESN’T
GET US COMPLETELY DE-CARBONISED, APPARENTLY IT IS THE
EQUIVALENT OF TAKING 2.5 MILLION CARS OFF THE ROAD!

This all sounds great and if it comes off, which it appears it
will, then we will have made major strides towards being
carbon free. So, is there a downside? The HSE have been
carrying out risk assessments and developing safety
cases. Some points raised included that hydrogen does
embrittle steel components. This will mean that any steel
pipework and valves remaining in the network will need to
be replaced with plastic before going to 100% hydrogen.
Also, hydrogen has a higher flame speed, runs at a higher
temperature and has a lower power density / calorific
value (which is a quarter of diesel / gas oil.) On this basis
more gas will need to be burned and more care taken when
it is burned. It was considered that we may need
automated isolation valves in the home to minimise the
risk of fire or explosion if a leak occurs.
The locations where the projects are occurring include:
Hynet North West (Cadent), (https://hynet.co.uk) which is
centred around Liverpool / Chester / Manchester (carbon
capture with 20% blend to domestic customers and 100%
to specific industrial customers.) Hydeploy
(https://hydeploy.co.uk) a 20% blend to 670 houses in
Winlaton near Gateshead. As well as Keele University
campus.

The questions which remain include: how do we create
sufficient hydrogen and at what cost? The aim is to use
electrolysis as this does not involve carbon. However
currently this is not cheap. Presumably as hydrogen is
rolled out at scale the costs for hydrogen production will
become established. Schemes appear to be forming
around electrolysis and splitting methane with carbon
capture.

So, what are the ‘colours’ of hydrogen?

Green hydrogen - This is produced by the
electrolysis of water. H2O is electrified and breaks
down into oxygen and hydrogen. There is no CO2
involved.
Turquoise hydrogen - This is produced when natural
gas is broken down with the help of methane
pyrolysis into hydrogen and solid carbon.
Blue hydrogen - This is produced by natural gas
steam reforming. Which is natural gas breaking
down into hydrogen and CO2. The CO2 has to be
captured and stored (CCS).
Grey hydrogen - This is as blue hydrogen, but in the
steam reforming the carbon is lost to atmosphere.
Brown hydrogen - This is hydrogen created by coal
gasification (as Town Gas prior to the use of North
Sea Gas).
There is a lot of work being done in what is a fastmoving environment. Changes will be required which will
include altering the Gas (Safety and Use) Regulations as
well as the likely requirement for additional safety
hardware.

For further details please contact us at
info@fhpess.com or visit our website
www.fhpess.com

AS WE LEARN MORE, WE WILL KEEP YOU UP TO DATE. “YOU ARE
COOKING WITH GAS NOW!”

